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ABSTRACT Currently, reliable data transfer, and energy management have been considered as a significant
research challenge in the underwater acoustic sensor networks (UWASN) owing to high packet loss, limited
ratio of bandwidth with significant incur of energy, network life time with high propagation delay, less
precision with high data hold time and so on. Energy saving and maintaining quality of service (QoS) is
more important for UWASN owing to QoS application necessity and limited sensor nodes. To address this
issue, several existing algorithms such as adaptive data forwarding algorithms, QoS-based congestion control
algorithms and several methodologies were proposed with high throughput and less network lifetime as well
as the less utilization of energy in UWASN by choosing sensor nodes data based on data transfer and link
reliability. However, all the conventional algorithms have fixed data hold time, which incurs more end-to-end
delay with less reliability of data and consumption of high energy due to high data transfer reachability. This
high end research proposes adaptive energy aware quality of service (AEA-QoS) algorithm for reliable data
delivery by formulating discrete times stochastic control process and deep learning techniques for UWSAN
to overcome these issues. The proposed algorithm has been validated with conventional state-of-the-art
methods and results show that the proposed approach exhibits its effectiveness in terms of less network
overhead and propagation delay with high throughput and less energy consumption for every reliable packet
transmission.
INDEX TERMS Under water acoustic sensor networks, reliable data transfer, quality of service (QoS), deep
learning.

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-third portions of the earth surfaces are covered with
water [1]. In the recent year’s research on UWASN management has attracted significant attention to the industries and
researchers due its applications in assisted navigation, data
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Guangjie Han.
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collection and off-shore/On-shore exploration, surveillance
and pollution monitoring in ocean etc..,[2] the unmanned
exploration is required because human manifestation impossible for monitoring and control. Now, UWASN has gained its
importance whereas existing methods for terrestrial Wireless
sensor networks (WSN) and Ad-hoc systems remain inappropriate for underwater application owing to its distinctiveness
between communication medium and other characteristics in
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FIGURE 1. UWASN architecture.

network architecture [3], [4]. On the other hand, the rule of
the routing protocols based on QoS permit sensor nodes to
balance consumption of energy and certain pre-determined
QoS measures before they bring data to the destination node
[5]–[10]. In UWASN, reliable data transmission is highly difficult because it requires more power than WSN and battery
management is highly difficult [11]–[14]. In [15] UWASN
preferred Acoustic signal owing to its speed about 1800 m/s
with less propagation delay and energy with constricted bandwidth whereas the radio waves are not preferable due its low
frequencies (Apprx 30Hz to 300Hz) with enormous power
transmission and optical waves are not preferable due to
the usage of high precision laser beam for data transmission. Since optical and radio signals suffers absorptions and
scattering, UWASN practices acoustic signals as a physical
medium for data communications, respectively.
In this way acoustic signal is used in UWASN [16].
Some exceptional attributes of UWASN execute additional
limitations for these algorithms for reliable data transmission. To begin with, the delay of the signal in the acoustic
region has highest power of order five than that of radio
frequency (RF) wave [17]. Second, the accessible transfer
speed and bandwidth of UWASN is remarkably constrained
which relies upon range of data transmission as well as recurrence [18]. Third, Bit Error proportion and signals loss would
experience channel hindrances which affects the packet delivery ratio and throughput of the system [19]. These natural
qualities degrade the performance of the network architecture
and its resources while developing algorithms for reliable
data transmission for UWASN.
However, the usage of acoustic signal in UWASN will
be processed using DCU [20] with the help of various
under water sensor Nodes names N1 , N2 . . . . .Nm for environment monitoring and other onshore applications as shown
in the Figure.1.
80094

Though it has been used for several applications UWASN
Imposes difficulties resembling propagation delay, worse
transfer speed (<150 KHz), restricted battery-operated system with high Error Rate. Due to these difficulties, planning
a reliable data transmission with less energy ratio is a most
challenging task. Owing to the characteristics of UWASN
most of the existing algorithms for reliable data transmission
such as vector based forwarding (VBF), distributed underwater clustering transmission algorithm (DUCS), Relative
distance based forwarding (RDBF), adaptive energy aware
scheme (AEWS) and Multipath Power control transmission
(MPCT) etc.. are not suitable due to the sudden breaking
of cluster heads during data transmission. Hence Quality of
links needs to be maintained and it should update periodically
before data transmission. Motivated by the facts as discussed,
we have designed an adaptive energy aware quality of service
(AEA-QoS) algorithm for reliable data delivery in UWASN.
The main contribution of AEA-QoS:
• Energy and QoS trade-off has been achieved using
discrete time stochastic control process (DTSCP) and
deep learning techniques (DLT). So that controlled data
transmission helps to improve Reliability, throughput,
precision and reduces the error rate etc.
• In this approach data transmission for all the nodes is
carefully chosen based on reliability of transmission
link and reachability of the underwater sensor node
which helps to minimize energy consumption during
data transfer.
• Adaptive data holding time has been calculated using
indigenous network to reduce propagation delay among
sensor nodes during transmission. Besides holding time
is adjusted to avoid collision in the network and it helps
to increase network life time.
The contribution and structured of this research as follows: The correlated state of art conventional methods and
VOLUME 7, 2019
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proposed techniques has been discussed in the section-1 and
Section-2, respectively. Section-III specifies the mathematical formulation and discussion on Adaptive energy aware
quality of service (AEA-QoS) algorithm for reliable data
delivery in UWASN. Further validations with conventional
state of art methods in comparison AEA-QoS has been experimentally analyzed in the section-5 and then section-6 concludes the research with future extension.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY

In this survey we focused on few notable works on data
transmission for UWASN. In [21] Location based routing
approach for underwater network formulation assumes that
the sensor nodes know their final source/sink 3D areas. These
sensor nodes have ‘‘Routing funnel pipes’’ based source/sink
associated line which is eligible to transfer the data from
the source to the destination. In any case, the execution of
VBF [22] is influenced by the radius range of the ‘‘directing
channel’’ of the Routing pipes. In this Approach, a few nodes
may exist in the transmission scope of the sender [23] whereas
other nodes would be outside the routing channel which
reduces the reliability of data during transmission.
In [24] geographic approach has been used in DFR which
utilizes sensor flooded node inside the underwater network
by restricting the quantity of sending nodes. The approach
uses geographic location with flooded sensors which would
be resolved with the help of source/sink nodes and forwarder
current in accounted with quality of link nodes and its. In
any case, alike the effect of directing funnel sweep for VBF,
DFR suffers sensitively to ‘‘High threshold angel limit’’ [25]
which increases the energy utilization of the sensor nodes
presents in the network and excess transmissions still happens
in locations with bad connect quality among the link nodes.
In [26] position centered communicated strategy which utilizes ‘fitness function ‘‘to forward the data in the nodes. The
number of nodes involvement in this method is remarkably
higher which increases the energy utilization of UWASN.
In RDBF, all node locations are fused during data transmission along these lines, whereas sink nodes tell their location
to the network instantly incurs large network overhead and
collision which leads to reduce performance of the system.
In [27] authors proposed location unaware cluster
head (CH) scheme approach where various leveled clusters in
underwater region do not require location specification about
the nodes. DUCS utilizes information accumulation in CH
for energy saving and minimizes network life time as well
as congestion. In DUCS sudden breaking of cluster heads
occurs during data transmission. Hence Quality of links needs
to be maintained and it should update periodically before
data transmission. In DUCS movement of nodes develops
water current which influences the structure of the groups
in UWASN, therefore diminishes Network life and reliability
of data. Additionally, multi-hop communication among the
nodes limits its relevance and flexibility. This may prompt
between clusters which lead to cluster head failure of nodes
during data transmission.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In [28], [29] authors proposed multipath virtual
sink (MVS) schemes, where numerous nearby sinks nodes
are associated with a system by means of rapid connections
of the underwater network based on forwarder dependent hop
count schemes. However, this system experiences numerous
repetitive transmissions which lead to low PDR and network overhead with more Energy utilization. Conversely,
MPT [30] experiences excess data transmissions and brings
about excessive network lifetime due to multipath setup.
Form conventional state of art algorithms discussion,
the algorithm to achieve high PDR with less network overhead and utilization of Energy with congestion control in
the sensor network has been proposed using Adaptive energy
aware quality of service (AEA-QoS) algorithm by formulating discrete time stochastic control process and deep learning
techniques to address the limitation of existing works.
III. ADAPTIVE ENERGY AWARE QUALITY OF
SERVICE ALGORITHM FOR UWASN

In AEA-QoS, collision control mechanisms lay over the top
of the transmission control layer which makes data transmission more reliable in underwater sensor network between
gateway and nodes present in the architecture. As illustrate in
the flow diagram as shown in the Figure.2.
Energy level of the battery has been continuously monitored by sensor node unit and Queue length information
has been collected using feedback block which is in close
association with queue length monitoring control block. Collision control block(CCB) is carefully chosen and it is used to
control the reliability of transmission link and reachability of
the data from the sensor node to gateway in the architecture.
Further, Gateway is accountable for the aggregation of sensor
data by managing the cluster head without break down and
it sends queue length ratio to the sensor nodes back with the
help of queue length monitor. The loop has been continuously
monitored and data hold rate is adjusted using DTSCP and
DLT as per the data transmission rate between gateway and
sensor nodes as shown in the Figure.2..
A. FORMLUATION-1: COLLISION AVOIDANCE AND DATA
RATE ADJUSTMENT USING DTSCP AND DLT

Adjusting data hold rate is one of the efficient techniques
to mitigate collision among sensor in underwater network.
This solution has been implemented using data hold rate
adjustment and this accounts three significant information
such as
•
•
•

Length of the queue
Gateway throughput
Level of Battery of all the UWASN

This optimization problem has been solved using DTSCP and
DLT. Here DTSCP is the modeling used in stochastic condition with partly random variables as outcomes. In UWASN,
DTSCP is used to locate the level of the sensor nodes and
provide leverage among sensor nodes and adjoining Environment conditions with few objectives such as individual utility
80095
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FIGURE 2. AEA-QoS control flow in UWASN.

function, action and state space as shown the Eq(1).
f (x)EL = WeightEL ∗Uf(x)EL
f (x)T = WeightT ∗Uf(x)T
f (x)Q = WeightQ ∗Uf(x)Q
X
Uf(x) =
f (x)EL ∗f (x)T ∗f (x)Q

(1)

Where f (x)EL ∗ f (x)T ∗ f (x)Q is the function which
denotes energy level (En), Throughput (Th) and length
of the queue(Q) at the gateway point of the UWASN.
• WeightEL ,WeightT , WeightQ is the weight of the energy
level, Throughput and length of the queue at the gateway
point
From the Eq(1) it is note that
•

W = WeightEL ,

WeightT , WeightQ = 1

(2)

Then EnMax and Enmin can be calculated using utilization
function as formulated in the Eq(1),
E−Enmin
Hence, Uf(En) =
(3)
Enmax −Enmin
In the same way the throughput of the sensor node has been
calculate using this utility function as shown in the Eq(4) and
algorithm.1,
(
x = 0,
Th < Th(min)
Uf (T) =
(4)
x = 1 − e, Th(min) ≤ Th< Th(min)
Finally the length of the Queue at the gateway point will
be calculated using Eq(5),
∅max −∅
∅max
where ∅,∅max is the number of
packets in the Queue

Uf (Q) =

80096

(5)

Algorithm 1 Throughput Utility Function for UWASN
Input Th,Th(min) and Th(max)
Output x
Begin
If (Th<Th(min))
X=0
Elseif(Th( min ≤ Th< Th(min
X=1-e
−∂+Th2
∗ Wheree = exp β+Th
//*∂ and β are the Positive parameter for Th
calculation ∗ //
Else
X=0
End if
End begin

From the Eq., ( 1 to 5) the optimum values estimation has
been mathematically verified using deep learning technique
through employing decision making function to define the
selection policy of the sensor node for reliable data transmission with high throughput, precision and reduces the error
rate etc..
The decision maker function check the packets send by
the sensor node from gateway and it ensure its estimated
hold rate using Queue length monitoring block as discussed
in the Figure.1. Accumulated values in the queue has been
evaluated using utility function of energy level, throughput
and queue length using iterative solutions as discussed in
the algorithm 2.
From the above discussed mathematical formulation for
the data transfer between the nodes and the gateway is at
VOLUME 7, 2019
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Algorithm 2 Energy Aware Deep Learning Collision Control System for UWASN
Attributes:
Rate of learning is termed asp-> ‘‘α’’
Batter level ->Bat(max) and Bat(min)
D( Sen,o Rateo )-> is the random variable defines
sensor node data->Seno
Data hold rate-> Rateo
Check if (Data hold rate)
X
Uf (x) =
f (x)EL ∗ f (x)T ∗ f (x)Q
Decision access node (Sen,o Rateo )
Wait for the data check at gateway at T+1 time interval
Decision access node-> (Sen,T+1 RateT+1 )
Q(P,A)
Where P -> Position or location of the node
A-> Node rate of action
Q(Sen,T RateT )=Q(Sen,T RateT )+ α(R(Sen,T RateT )+Umax(Q(Sen,T+1 RateT+1 )-Q(Sen,T RateT )
Since → Uf (α C U) = Uf(α(R(Sen,T RateT )+Umax(Q(Sen,T+1 RateT+1 ))
Q(Sen,T RateT )=Q(Sen,T RateT )+Uf (α C U)- Q(Sen,T RateT )
Repeat (Loop)

B. FORMULATION-2: RELIABILITY OF TRANSMISSION
LINK AND REACHABILITY OF THE UNDERWATER
SENSOR USING

FIGURE 3. UWASN for testing.

the time interval ‘‘T’’ and ‘‘T+1’’ has been estimated using
decision access node as shown in the Eq(6&7)
Decision access node− > (Sen,T RateT )

(6)

Decision access node− > (SenT+1, RateT+1 )

(7)

The node of action has been evaluated using ‘‘T ‘‘and
‘‘T+1’’ time for the data transfer to check the reliability of
data with less energy consumption in UWASN. Using the
Eq(8) and Eq(9).
Q(SenT’ Rate)T = Q(SenT’ Rate)T + Uf (α + U)
− Q(SenT’ Rate)T

(8)

Q(SenT+1’ Rate)T+1 = Q(SenT+1’ Rate)T+1 + Uf (α + U)
− Q(SenT+1’ Rate)T+1

(9)

Hence this reinforce mathematical modeling of deep learning
using decision function using access nodes helps to optimize
energy level of UWASN with reliable data transfer.
VOLUME 7, 2019

The positional value is used to calculate the reliability of the
data where the transmission link can be calculated using outbound and inbound ratio. It is noted that higher the positional
value of the node will increase the reliability of the links in the
network using intermediate nodes as shown in the figure.3.
Based on the Sourceid , sink id , Request id , data transfer
between nodes to be initiated based on uplink transmission
ratio.
Let us consider ‘i’ be the sender node and ‘j’ be the receiver
node and ‘L’ is the length of the Queue. Where N is the sensor
node = {No , N1 . . . . .NL ), the outbound link length (L ) has
been formulated using Eq(10)
X
outbound =
jL (sourceid , sinkid , Requestid ) (10)
XL
L =
(i, j)L
(11)
0

Normalized outbound link length L ) is the ratio of the minimum and maximum hop and it is used to defines the traffic
congestion in uplink as shown in the Eq(12)
 jL
(12)
N jL = PL
0, (i, jL ∗Sourceid , sink id , Request id
The data transmission reachability has been estimated using
hop counts where ‘‘i’’ and ‘‘j’’ received the node based on the
Requestid and next hop has been calculated as Nij = ij + j
and this cost function estimated with minimum time for the
node to transfer data without loss as shown in Eq(13).
NCost()ij =

Sourceid ,Requestid from j
sinkid from j to L

(13)
80097
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Let us consider the node ‘‘i’’ is the sender which needs to
transfer data to the receiver node ‘‘j’’ with the time interval
‘‘T’’ as shown in the Eq(14),
Cost(ij ) =

Df
Si

(14)

where DSif is the data forward and send ratio based on receiver
replies for the data transmission between the node at the
time inter ‘‘T+1’’ is represented as exponential factor in the
Eq(15)
Cost( ij )


Weights∗Cost( ij )T+ (1 − Weights)
= ∗Cost( ij ) (T − 1) ,


Cost( ij )T,

1<T >0.
otherwise
(15)

Hence each and every nod in the UWASN needs to follow the
Request and reply concept of sending and receiving data by
the gateway for reliable data transfer with high reachability.
C. FORMULATION-3. ADAPTIVE DATA HOLDING TIME
HAS BEEN CALCULATED BASED ON LOCAL
NETWORK SPECIFICATION

In the adaptive approach data holding time can be estimated
based on waiting and discovering time of the nodes present in
the network and level of data transmission during forwarding
control has been calculated using Quality of service (Qos)
aware queuing model.
Algorithm 3 QoS Aware Modelling
Input: R1(s,d) - Data from source to destination
Output: Reliable Next Hop data point (NHP), Next
hop(NH).
Begin
If (OP)
Data send to NH
Else If (R1(s,d) >OP)
Data send to NHP1
elseIf (R2(s,d) >OP)
Data send to NHP2
elseIf (R3(s,d) >OP)
Data send to NHP1, NHP2, NHP3....
Else
Drop the data packets
End if
End begin
In QoS aware modelling the choosing of proper hop is estimated based reliability sensitivity packets (RSP)and ordinary
packets (OP) as shown in the algorithm.3.
In the QoS metrics the queue is estimated in two categories
where if the RSP > OP the data packets with highest priority
has been sent to the sink node for processing. In another case
if RSP < OP the data packets will be send provided if the
80098

FIGURE 4. System control flow architecture.

queue is nullified or empty. If the RSP fails to send the data to
the sensor nodes of underwater region OP takes an account to
send the data to the corresponding node via gateway to match
QoS for reliable data transfer with less energy utilization as
shown in the algorithm.3.
Once the packets has been received based on RSM and
OP the packets in the buffer has been calculated based on
‘‘request/reply’’ controls in the buffers based on adaptive
data hold rate estimation as shown in the Eq(16)
Sourceid ,Requestid from j
(16)
NCost()ij =
sinkid from j to L
where ‘‘i, j’’ -> Resembles the node in UWASN where based
on the request control the next possible hop is identified by
the ‘‘i’’ node with adaptive data hold rate in accordance with
reply response from the node ‘‘j’’ node.
From the discussion the link quality and reachability can
be improved through data hold rate and optimizing delay in
the network of the stored packets as shown in the Eq(17)
1 XN
AD =
Tc − TA
(17)
A=1
N
where AD the average delay with the Total current time and
arrival time is represented as Tc − TA . The difference is
estimated at ‘‘Nth ’’ items stored in the buffers. If data stored
i.e., hold rate time in the buffer is high leads to increase the
reliability of data which is calculated based on service request
time as shown in the Eq(18) and adaptive timer is shown in
the Figure 5
N(packets in Buffer)
Cost()SR =
(18)
Rate of service(Rs )
Algorithm.4. Clearly defines the hold time calculation for
the data in UWASN. The maximum hold is set by system
administrator. The buffer time (Cost( SR ) is calculated based
on the ratio of data rate at buffer in the Queue with the difference between Cost()SR −BF(max) as shown in the Eq(19)
where Cost()SR −BF(max) = BF(T)
BF(T)
(19)
βR
From the filled data the service rate of the data hold duration
in the access node can be calculated using Eq(20)
YH( max)
Cost( SR )
HD =
1−exp H( max)+1∗ HC
(20)
BFill(T) =

H( min))

VOLUME 7, 2019
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FIGURE 5. Adaptive timer for UWASN.

Algorithm 4 Adaptive Data Hold Rate Optimization Algorithm
Inputs variable  SR , βR LT
Where,
Expire Rate of the packet->βR
LT -> Time of last packet
Output checks data hold rate
If(packets _received)
Do:
1 XN
AD =
Tc − TA
A=1
N
N(packets in Buffer)
Cost( SR ) =
Rate of service(Rs )
If( SR >1) then
TD (Tine difference) = hold Duration (HD )- Current Time (CT )-last time (LT )
If(TD >0 &&βR >(HD + TD ))
HD= TD
Endif
Endif
Else calculate hold time HT
If (CT + HT ) <βR
HT <-0
End if
Check the failures by repeating the above steps
End if
If (HD ||βR 6 =0)
LT = CT
Endif

where

sub Eq (21) in Eq(22)
HC = 2(

VOLUME 7, 2019

HD
)
Hop (count) + 1)

(21)

HD =

YH( max)
H( min))

Cost( SR )

1−exp H( max)+1∗ 2(

HD
)
Hop (count) + 1)

(22)
80099
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TABLE 1. Simulation settings.

From the Eq(22) it is clear lower the data loss is due to link
reliability and less disruption. Hence effective data rate is
maintained using adaptive service rate and arrival rate based
in hop counts ( min and max values).As the propagation delay
increases with hop count which helps to compensate the data
hold rate and reduce the loss of data in UWASN.
From the discussion the ‘‘request’’, ‘‘reply’’ and ‘‘data’’
packets has been calculated using Eq(23)
(
Timerq +Timerp +Timedata +3XTimeP request
f (x) =
Timerp +Timedata +2XTP ,
reply
(23)
where
Timerq → Time required for sender node
Timerp → Time required for forwader
Timedata → Time required for senderforstoreddata
TimeP → Propagation time
Here in this adaptive approach during each transmission the
data packets are aggregated in the buffer which prevents
unwanted transmission to reduce collision in the UWASN for
reliable data transfer.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The proposed approach is experimentally validated using
simulation modelling using Network simulator and Simulink.
Here each node in the UWASN has battery backup
which employs reliable communication in the network.
80100

FIGURE 6. Graphic user interface (GUI)-UDB 9000 [21].

During Experimental analysis we have developed an Graphic
user interface (GUI) in reference with WiNes Lab [31], [32]
as shown in the figure.6. During experimental analysis
SM-75 acoustic modem has been interfaced in the controller
and UDB 9000 has been utilized.
The simulation network has been created using with
20 to 50 sensor nodes with 250 × 250 area in underwater
VOLUME 7, 2019
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environment as represented in GUI of the Figure.6. respectively. Here the sensor nodes are energized with 900J with
the maximum data rate of 2 Mbps and simulation time
of 900 sec. The traffic model used in this approach is constant
bit rate with omni-directional antenna. Various factors such
as throughput, Queue length, Bit error rate, packet delivery
ratio, precision, End to end delay, routing overhead, energy
per received packets are analysed.
PDR =

N(Rxp)
N(Txp)

(24)

In the Eq (24),
PDR represents as the packet delivery ratio
N (Rxp) −received packets Count
N (Txp) −transmitted packets Count

FIGURE 8. Discrete times stochastic control process mathematical
modelling for sender and receiver.

In AEA-QoS the arrival rate and expiry rate has been
calculated based on adaptive the hold time which dynamically
varies according to the fixed packets which helps to reduce
network traffic in link nodes and increases the reachability.
The graphical representation of the proposed algorithm has
shown in the figure.9.

In the conventional techniques such as vector based forwarding (VBF), distributed underwater clustering transmission algorithm (DUCS), Relative distance based forwarding
(RDBF), adaptive energy aware scheme(AEWS) and Multipath Power control transmission (MPCT) shows decreased
PDR due to large number of collision in the network. The
number of forwarding nodes causes high density at the source
end which fixed data hold time increase the PDR. The proposed AEA-QoS achieved higher PDR due to the considerable amount of time taken to calculate the data hold time
in the network. This reduces collision and improves PDR.
Thus; Figure.7 shows that the AEA-QoS is more effective
than existing state of art techniques.

FIGURE 9. network traffic analysis for the conventional and AEA-QoS
approach.

FIGURE 7. PDR V network size analysis.

Increased network traffic in the conventional techniques
such as VBF, DUCS RDBF, AEWS and MPCT impacts on
propagation delay where as in the proposed AEA-QoS the
congestion and network traffic has been controlled with fixed
amount of time through discrete times Stochastic control
process and deep learning techniques with reinforce mathematical modelling using decision function as mathematically
formulated in the Eq (8 &9) and the illustration for the
two nodes Sender->x(t) at time internal ‘‘t’’ and ‘‘t+1’’ and
receiver->y(t) at time interval ‘‘t’’ and ‘‘t+1’’ is depicted the
figure.8.
VOLUME 7, 2019

In QoS aware modelling, the choosing the proper hop is
estimated based on reliability sensitivity packets (RSP) and
ordinary packets (OP) in AEA-QoS approach, if RSP>OP
then the highest priority of data packets sent to the sink
node for processing. In an alternative case if RSP<OP then
the data packets will be send provided if the queue is nullified or empty. If the RSP fails to send the data to the sensor
nodes of underwater region OP takes an account to send the
data to the corresponding node via gateway to match QoS
for reliable data [33] transfer made the energy utilization less
than the conventional VBF, DUCS RDBF, AEWS and MPCT
approaches as shown in the figure.10.
In the conventional techniques the adaptive hold time for
a data is fixed which in turn increases the routing overhead
of a network. In Adaptive approach data holding time can
be estimated based on waiting and discovering time of the
nodes present in the network and level of data transmission during forwarding control has been calculated using
Quality of service (Qos) aware queuing model. based on
the various measurements as shown in the algorithm.2 and
Eq(6 &7), AEA-QoS approach has moderate data hold
80101
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hub to destination hub. The normal average time is determined for each packet transmission [36], [37] in the system.
The delay time is evaluated as below in the Eq (25 & 26),
packet delay(PAD ) = Rxtdestn −Txtsource
X PAD
D=
N(Rxp)

FIGURE 10. Energy utilization for the conventional and AEA-QoS
approach with network size analysis.

(25)
(26)

In the above Eq (25 & 26),
• PAD represents as the packet delay
• Rxtdestn is the time of reception at destination
• Txtsource is the Time of Tranmission at source
• d is the average delay
• N (Rxp) Received packet count
In this research AEA-QoS data hold rate time in the buffer
which leads to increase the reliability of data which is calculated based on service request time [38], [39] with less packet
delay as shown in the Eq (18) and graphical representation as
shown in the figure.12.
V. CONCLUSION

FIGURE 11. Routing overhead of AEA-QoS approach with network size.

This research uses AEA-QoS for reliable data transmission
in UWASN. AEA-QoS utilizes discrete times Stochastic control process and deep learning techniques to increase throughput and network lifetime as well reduce utilization of Energy
in UWASN by choosing sensor nodes data based on data
transfer and link reliability. Though conventional state of art
conventional techniques are not suitable due to the sudden
breaking of cluster heads during data transmission. Hence
Quality of links needs to be maintained and it should update
periodically before data transmission to reduce CH breaks in
UWASN. Hence the proposed approach has high reliable data
delivery with less overhead and energy utilization suits more
opted for UWASN. Optimized Data retrieving at the ferry
nodes to maximize the data delivery ratio will be extended
in future scope of this research.
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